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1 take pride and satisfaction in the re-

cerr[ publication of my book Ci(a/ion

~n(ie.ring: 11.r Thenry and App[icatir)n in

Science. 7kchnf>log~, and Hlimaniiic.\.

My pleasure in be]rrg able finally to

report on the appearance of this work is

tretter understood by relating briefly the

iari(~us incarnations (his it>lume has un-

dergone.

When I originally concei~ed of [his

projec[, f envisioned a collection of my

papers on citation indexing, preceded

by an analysis of the dtnelopment <~f[he

melhod based on my experience and the

literature published by others. After all.

1 I]aie been writing papers on [his topic

since 1955, 11 is true that smeral of the

articles ha~e appeared in L’urren[ C’on -

icni.s “ As such. they are also reprinted

in 1,.’.vava1,.r ()/’ a n lnforrn u (if) n .$( i<,n [is/. I

But m~ny more h’ate not appeared in

book form.

1 changed my mind atwu( pursuing

this course when Robert Hayes. the ecfi-

tor of John Wiley’s Information Sci-
ences Series. c(m~inced me that infor-
mation scientists. sludents, and sciem

[is{s with an in[erest in bibliographic

techniques would be bes[ serled by a

fresh, clear, <on(i.w look at cita[i(m in-

dexing. The collection {If papers I baci

eniivaged would haie pr{nidecf much

redundant information. A compromise

was struck, ‘f’he original c{dlecti(m t)f

papers became the st)urce documents

for the volume which e\entuallv

emerged. Theme readers of (’t/r-ren/

~’onfen~.r who hate tried to sumrnari~e

and synthesize their respective fields of

research will understand how painful

such a process can be.

Ci/a/ion /n Je.{ing pro\ ides a gentral
{}\er\iew {If citation indexing, explaim

ing both the simple concepts (m vhicb

the method is ba~ed and hc)w it m:iy be

used. The condensed c(mtents page for

(’i(afi(~n [nde.~in~ appears in Figurf 1.

(The complete c(m[en[s page, including

pagination, appeurs in (’tirrc,n( B{JCJL

(’(ln[cn{rp I One chap[er details how

~he .Yc!cn[e C’i[ati(jn lndct ‘ I.YC’I” ) i~

designed and produced. An(~ther (>ffer~

sampte searches \vhich may fw per-

f(mmed with the .S( /. Later in [he btxlk I

describe the application of cila[ion

analysis 10 science -mana,gernenl a~ well

as the use of [he me[h{~d in ftudving (he

history c~f scienc~.

I detote a Ierrg[hy chapter ((~ a discus-

si(m of I1OM citali[)n analysi~ h~s been

apphed to the efaluati~m of \cien(i[ic

journals. Thi\ is {~ne applicatitm {hat has

proved exlremely usefu] [(~ I{lumal ecli-

tors, inft~mlatit)n scientists, and librari-

ans, It has haLI significant impac[ (m

sec(>ndary inf<~rnlati(m wm ices a~ well

as (he prinlary ~ournals !hemself es,

one chaf>[er ts del[}ted ti~ the hisl(~ri-

cal cfelek)pmen[ of citali(m indexing. In

that chapter f describe h[~!~ it de\elc)ped

friml a particular \et (lf intellectual im

teres[s, proft3\lolldl” fMohlt?Ill\, illlLl

serendipitt~u~ elents. f)espite Ihe

reas(mabfy c(m)pie[e iob I did f)f de-

scribing h{w this nt>tel idea malured, I

realim now that it has n(>t captured an

impor[ttnt perwmal elrment [hat w~)uld

hale bec(mle apparfnt in [he originally
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Figure1: The condensed contents page from E. Garfield’s Cilation Indexing:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

l{.~Theoryan dApplicati~j n~nScience, Technology, and Humanitie.s

New York. NY: John Wiley& Sons, 1979, 274p.
lSBN: 0471-02559-3. $18.9S.

A Conceptual View of Citation Indexing
A Historical View of Citation Indexing
The Design and Production of a Citation Index
The Application of Citation Indexing to the Patent Literature
The Citation Index as a Search Tool
A Science-Management Tool
Citation Analysis as a Method of Historical Research into Science
Mapping the Structure of Science
Citation Analysis of Scientific Journals
Perspective on Citation Analysis of Scientists

Epilogue: The Future of Citation Indexing

planned collection. That element is per-
sonal obsession. The brevity of that
chapter and the book itself covers up

my frustration with the shortcomings of
traditional techniques, my frustration
with the general acceptance of these
shortcomings, and my frustration with
the resistance to innovative ideas. These
undoubtedly contributed to the de-
velopment of the Science Citation In-

dex. Without these spurs the SCf might
not exist. In retrospect I think I can ob-
jectively say that the SCf is the product
of a single-minded persistence that is
best described as an obsession.

Besides attempting to give the reader
insight into the history of the topic, I try
to provide some useful information on
actual applications of citation indexing.
One application that is growing in im-
portance is the use of citation analysis in

the sociology of science. It was ap-
propriate and natural for me to ask
Robert K. Merton~ to write the
foreword for me. He graciously con-
sented to do so. His credentials need no
elaboration here. As the recognized
founder of the field which his name
symbolizes, it is no accident that our
paths crossed early in the evolution of
the SCI.

I could think of no better way to in-
troduce you to Cita[ion Indexing than
by reprinting that foreword. Bobs
unique perspective on the history and
evolution of citation indexing was
particularly evident in his account of ihe
inevitability of the SC1. j His pithy
description of my book as the reflection
of “an evolving grammar of citation
analysis” says it all.

o,,~~s,
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FOREWORD

Robert K. Merton

Columbia [University

1 like to read some general significance into Eugene Garfield’s having offered me the
priviIege of introducing the reader to this book, which sets out the history, method,

and implications of his distinctive contribution to the advancement of science: the
first multidisciplinary citation index to the scientific literature. My being a close
friend cannot account for his having done so. Gene has many good friends more
knowing than I about information science and the methodology of citation analysis.

I suspect that the significance of his choice lies precisely there: in his having reached

out for a sociologist of science rather than an information scientist. For one of the
remarkable things about Eugene Garfield is that along with the imagination,
pragmatic judgment, and immense energy required to invent, produce, and develop
a useful tool for a seemingly routine but fundamental task in science—searching the
literature— he has a deep intuitive sense of the social, cultural, and cognitive struc-
tures latent in the practice of science. This found expression in his seeing, from the
very start, that his invention of the Science Cifalion Index would develop into a

powerful tool for the historical and sociological study’ of science. I imagine that he
wanted to have the subject of the book set squarely within this broader framework

rather than the primary but narrower one of information science alone. I accept the

inferred assignment with pleasure—and understandable misgivings.

This book is long overdue. Its most immediate didactic value resides in helping the
reader to understand the concept and workings of the citation index as a device for
making the search of the literature much more comprehensive and far less arduous
than was previously possible. The book thus fills an obvious need for a systematic
account of the concept and uses of a major bibliographical tool designed to facilitate
the practice of science. And it does so with the clarity and informed assurance that
one would expect of the man who invented the tool.

Important as it is to fill that need for practical information about citation indexes

as a bibliographical tool, for me the chief interest of the book lies elsewhere. That
judgment is formed of course, —some would say, biased—by the perspective of a
sociologist primarily interested in trying to understand how interacting cognitive and
social structures of science affect the thought and behavior of scientists. Indeed,
from that standpoint, the citation index itself provides a case study in the process of
invention and discovery. Even in bare outline, the case holds its own sociological in-
terest.

We can begin with one aspect of the latent social and cultural structure of science
presupposed by the historically evolving systematic use of references and citations in

the scientific paper and book. That aspect is the seemingly paradoxical character of

property in the scientific enterprise: the circumstance that the more widely scientists
make their intellectual property freely available to others, the more securely it
becomes identified as their property. For science is public not private knowledge.
Only by publishing their work cm scientists make their contribsdion (as the telling
word has it) and only when it thus becomes part of the public domain of science can
they truly lay claim to it as theirs. For that claim resides only in the recognition of
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the source of the contribution by peers. The greatest ambition of a productive scien-
tist is to do the kind of work that will be much used and much esteemed by fellow
scientists best qualified to assess its worth. And, in general, scientific work is es-
teemed in the measure that others can draw upon it to advance their own future in-
quiry.

All this is reinforced by the rew~d system of science. Since recognition by
qualified peers is the basic form of extrinsic reward (all other extrinsic rewards deriv-
ing from it) and since that reward can be accorded only when the work is made

known, this historically evolving reward system provides institutionalized incentive

for open publication without direct financial reward. Such peer recognition is usual-
ly accorded the first published contribution of its kind, later ones presumably being
redundant. But since the cognitive structure of science makes for independent mul-
tiple discoveries—functionally equivalent if not identical discoveries—this social
and cognitive complex evokes a concern among scientists to get there first and to
establish, through prompt publication, their self-validating claims to priority of
discovery.

The anomalous character of intellectual property in science becoming fully
established only by being openly given away (i.e., published) links up with the cor-
relative moral as well as cognitive requirement for scientists to acknowledge their
having made use of it. Citations and references thus operate within a jointly

cognitive and moral framework. In their cognitive aspect, they are designed to pro-
vide the historical lineage of knowledge and to guide readers of new work to sources

they may want to check or draw upon for themselves. In their moral aspect, they are
designed to repay intellectual debts in the only form in which this can be done:
through open acknowledgment of them. Such repayment is no minor normative re-
quirement. That is plain from the moral and sometimes legal sanctions visited upon
those judged to have violated the norm through the kinds of grand and petty in-
tellectual larceny which we know as plagiarism. (Karl Marx testifies to the possible

depth of commitment to the norm: for him, plagiarism was the one altogether
detestable crime against private property, as witness his preface to the first edition of
Capital and his further thunderings on the subject throughout that revolutionary
book ,)

It was of course unnecessary for Eugene Garfield to identify this composite
communications-intellectual-property-and-reward system in order to arrive at his

concept of the citation index. He only needed the sense that the system provided the
ingredients for systematically identifying, through citation indexing, links between
the work of scientists that could be put to use both for searching the literature and
for exploring cognitive and social relationships in science. It is symptomatic of the
direction and pace of development that about half the book is given over to modes
of citation analysis designed for the latter kind of development.

Eugene Garfield’s account of the birth, adolescence, and early maturity of cita-

tion indexing reports other patterns typically found in the evolution of an invention.
Detailed procedural research, sometimes in the form of mini-experiments, is design-
ed to test the feasibility of successively expanded and differentiated uses. Self-
engendered criticism and external criticism give rise to error detecting and error-
correcting research. The exercise of such organized skepticism exerts pressure for a
deeper sociological understanding of the interaction between the communication-
and-reward system in science and its cognitive development. As the sociologist Nor-

man Kaplan (1) was perhaps the first to note a dozen years ago and as varied
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sociological applications of citation analysis (2) since then have made abundantly
plain, we need to know more than is yet known about what references and citations
do and do not represent if citation analysis is to provide further understanding of
how science is socially and cognitively organized and practiced.

Certain patterns of referencing behavior would seem to set limits on the use of

citation counts for tracing the long-term genealogy of ideas. One of these patterns

has been described as “obliteration by incorporation”: the obliteration of the source
of ideas, methods, or findings by their incorporation in currently accepted
knowledge (3). In the course of this hypothesized process, the number of explicit
references to the original work declines in the papers and books making use of it.

Users and consequently transmitters of that knowledge are so thoroughly familiar
with its origins that they assume this to be true of their readers as well. Preferring

not to insult their readers’ knowledgeability, they no longer refer to the original
source. And since many of us tend to attribute a significant idea or formulation to

the author who introduced us to it, the altogether innocent transmitter sometimes

becomes identified as the originator. In the successive transmission of ideas,

repeated use may erase all but the immediately antecedent versions, thus producing
an historical palimpsest in which the source of those ideas is obliterated.

To the extent that such obliteration does occur—itself an empirical question that

is only beginning to be examined—explicit citations may not adequately reflect the
lineage of scientific work. As intellectual influence becomes deeper, it becomes less
readily visible. That influence may operate through acceptance of a theoretical
framework, with its basic assumptions, or through standardized procedures of in-
quiry. Its short, it maybe canonical knowledge that is most subject to obliteration of
source. As Joshua Lederberg noted in the foreword to another of Eugene Garfield’s

books: “The work that everybody knows. . . is hardly cited at all !“ (4). Specialized
historical and sociological studies can supplement explicit citations with tacit ones,
the kind that can be reconstructed from textual evidence such as eponymous allu-
sions, terminology bearing the stamp of the source of an idea, and the like. But it re-
mains to be seen whether some modes of significant cognitive influence find no ex-
pression in references and citations, explicit or tacit.

In the evolution of citation analysis, questions such as these have begun to receive
the systematic attention they require. Cole, Cole, and Dietrich, for example, and

Garfield, Malin, and Small (5) have addressed themselves to the problem, the latter
suggesting that even when obliteration has occurred, “scientific ideas that have been
regarded as important or influential can be associated with one or more scientific

works that are at some time highly cited. ” It is thus argued that citation counts do
not favor mediocrity, since obliteration of this kind takes place only after substan-
tial visibility through citations has occured, a requirement which a large fraction of
published work fails to satisfy. All this raises interesting question about the time
frames within which citation analysis can effectively trace the genealogy of scientific
knowledge.

The reader will find in this book a plentiful variety of other uses to which the data

base of the Science Cikrfion Index has been put. A good deal is said about one of the

most disputed of these: the use—some of us would say, the abuse—of citation

counts as the principal or determining basis for assessing the research performance

and further potentialities of individual scientists. This was not unforeseen. As early
as 1963, just as the first Science Citation Index was being published, a taut ionary
note was sounded about the possible “promiscuous and careless use of quantitative
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citation data for. . . evaluation, including personnel and fellowship selection. ” That
forewarning came, properly enough, from Gene Garfield (6). He went on to say, “It
is preposterous to conclude blindly that the most cited author deserves a Nobel
prize. ”

The closing chapter of this book reexamines the sttbject in light of the intervening
15 years of research. That chapter can be read less as a newly developed defense of
the use of citation analysis for assessing individual scientific performance than as a
methodological manual for those who venture into those dangerous waters. A recur-
ring theme in the chapter is the strong reminder that citation counts cannot be
responsibly taken as the controlling basis for appraisals of individual performance.

At best, they are ancillary to detailed judgments by informed peers. The forensic use
of citation counts to compare the impact of scientific contributions by individuals

only provides an extreme type of occasion for subjecting such practices to the
organized skepticism that is one of the fundamental characteristics of science.

No one reading this book can fail to note its pervading sense of exuberant pro-
mise. Citation indexing has been a standard of scientific bibliography for more than

a decade but its sociological and historical research potentials presumably have not

yet been fully realized. One of its notable contributions to this time has been the
emerging specialty of bibliometrics, which builds on the early work of such scholars
as Bradford and Gross to define and quantify parts of the multiple structures of
science. The growing numbers at work in this field have in their turn begun to ask
fundamental questions about citation behavior.

I can report that most of these questions are critically examined in this book. The
scientific curiosity coupled with skepticism that led Eugene Garfield first to concep-
tualize and then to develop a new way of indexing the scientific literature are still at
work. Applied to his invention of the Science Citation Index, this attitude of mind

has led Eugene Garfield and his colleagues—both his colleagues-at-a-distance and
his colleagues in the Institute for Scientific Information which he founded—to col-
laborate on what amounts to an evolving grammar of citation analysis.
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